
 

 
 

 

“A riveting, what-happens-next read.” 

– Award-winning author Lisa Barr 
 

 

 

When four strangers cross paths in the ethereal streets of Paris, their lives change forever… 

 

 

 

Rafael’s search for his birth mother leads him to intriguing family 

secrets and a new chance at love. 

 

Cecile is thrust from her humdrum life as a housewife with the spark 

of a passionate liaison. 

 

Has-been actor Andre, troubled by an encounter with the son he 

abandoned years ago, now has a choice: lose his son forever or put 

aside pride and seek redemption. 

 

Mira travels to Paris to begin a new life and forget about love, or so 

she intends. 

 

Four strangers, four stories, one riveting novel. 

 

  



 

Book Club Discussion Guide 
 

Merci for selecting Paris, Rue des Martyrs for your book club! I was inspired to write the novel as I 
walked through my neighborhood in Paris and wondered, “What would happen if the lives of these 
strangers—who pass each other nearly every day—entwined?” I hope you enjoyed reading the novel 
as much as I enjoyed writing it. And I hope the following questions will inspire interesting 
conversation and discoveries. 
 
If you would like me to join one of your meetings via Skype, please email me at 
adria@velvetmorningpress.com. 
 

1. The presentation of Paris and the neighborhood where the story takes place isn’t the image 
tourists usually see… What does Paris represent for each character? How does living in Paris 
affect each character’s personal journey? 

2. More precisely, much of the novel unfolds on a street called the “Rue des Martyrs,” which 
literally means “Martyrs Street.” Do certain characters in this novel see themselves as martyrs 
in their daily lives? How so? 

3. How important is setting in this novel? Could these entwining stories take place anywhere, or 
in any city? Why or why not? Is Paris, Rue des Martyrs an allegory of city life? Why or why not? 

4. True or False: Paris, Rue des Martyrs is a love story. Explain why or why not. 
5. The novel is about encounters that “make a difference.” Discuss how encounters help each 

character in his or her quest. 
6. Paris, Rue des Martyrs presents issues including adultery, abandonment, pride and loyalty. What 

role have these issues played in the characters’ lives? 
7. Rafael remembers his father’s words: “Never be afraid,” his father had hissed into his ear on that first 

trip for emeralds. What are Rafael’s fears as an adult? Is he able to conquer them and how? 
8. Cecile has many of the material elements that might make one happy, yet she is bored and 

dissatisfied. What is missing from her life? How does her view of Septime evolve as the story 
progresses? How does her view of herself change? 

9. Cecile struggles with parenthood not because her daughter is difficult but because she is so 
“perfect.” Why does this perfection bother Cecile so much? 

10. What does Hugo represent for Andre? Does Andre view him as a mirror of himself or 
someone completely foreign? 

11. “Sadness gripped Andre’s heart each time he thought about the boy, but he had never let it 
win him over.” Why wouldn’t Andre let it win him over and go back to June and his son? 
Does he truly regret his decision at a certain point? 

12. How has the stage made Andre’s life both wonderful and miserable? 
13. Mira is at first intimidated by the thought of seeing her brother again. What realizations does 

she make about him as the novel progresses? 
14. How is Mira able to maintain stability and strength as she faces betrayal? Is the key faith in 

herself or support from Hugo? 
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Adria J. Cimino is the author of the Amazon best-selling novel Paris, 

Rue des Martyrs, as well as A Perfumer's Secret, Close to Destiny, and The 

Creepshow. She also co-founded boutique publishing house Velvet 

Morning Press. Prior to jumping into the publishing world full time, 

she spent more than a decade as a journalist at news organizations 

including The AP and Bloomberg News. 

 

She lives in Paris with her husband Didier, daughter Phèdre and son 

Orphée. When she isn’t writing, you can find Adria at her 

neighborhood café watching the world go by. 

 

 

Email: adria@velvetmorningpress.com 

Website: http://adriajcimino.com 

Twitter: @Adria_in_Paris 

FB: AdriaJ.inParis 
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